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FOREWORD

I never cease to be surprised by the way we Australians take on American influences. The latest manifestation of this is the so-called “Black Friday”. Essentially a bargain shopping event the day after the American Thanksgiving holiday, it has been eagerly grasped by merchants here as a day (or weekend) to promote sales and by customers hoping for bargains.

Thanksgiving though has no relevance to Australia unless you have American connections. I was surprised to be wished “Happy Thanksgiving” by an American client last week. It was very polite of him though I was bemused by this. I wonder if he’ll be as bemused when I call him on Australia Day and wish him “Happy Australia Day”!

The other event we have taken on board here is Halloween. Fun for the kids perhaps but this also has no real connection to Australia.

At least we can still say “Merry Christmas” here unlike the almost universal American “Happy Holidays” cop-out for fear of offending anyone who doesn’t share your beliefs.

So before I end up sounding like a Scrooge, I wish you all a Merry Christmas and a happy and healthy New Year.

My thanks go to all who have supported us and enabled us to continue selling books in an open bricks and mortar bookshop. We are one of the very few such antiquarian bookshops still extant in Sydney.

We will close for holidays at 5pm on Friday 22nd December and reopen at 10am on Tuesday 16th January.

There will be many more interesting offerings in the New Year!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Books of the Month</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A'Beckett, Gilbert A.</td>
<td>THE COMIC HISTORY OF ENGLAND. With twenty coloured etchings and two hundred woodcuts by John Leech. 2 vols in one. Lond. Bradbury Evans &amp; Co. n.d. (c.1880) Or.dec.cl. with gilt devices on front board &amp; spine. xviii,320,304pp. a.e.g. uncut. Illustrated with 20 splendid steel-engraved hand-coloured plates and numerous b/w ills. A very good copy. Scarce. $295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>CASTANHEIRA, Carlos.</td>
<td>ALVARO SIZA: THE FUNCTION OF BEAUTY. Lond. Phaidon Press Ltd. 2009. Folio. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 304pp. Profusely illustrated in colour and black &amp; white. Very good copy. 1st ed. Portuguese architect Alvaro Siza is an internationally renowned architect, &amp; educator. Most of his most famous works are to be found in his home town of Porto. His style described as poetic modernism. $95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>GREY, Zane.</td>
<td>AN AMERICAN ANGLER IN AUSTRALIA. Lyon. Derrydale Press, Inc. 1991. (rep) 4to. Or.dec.faux leather. 182pp. b/w ills. Bound-in marker ribbon. Very good copy. Limited edition of 2,500 numbered copies signed by Dr Loren Grey, the son of Zane Grey. This copy not numbered. American author Zane Grey helped establish deep-sea sport fishing in Bermagui, NSW, which was a popular spot for marlin fishing. He captures his experiences here. He set a number of world records here. $85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13 HOGAN, James Francis. ROBERT LOWE. Viscount Sherbrooke. Lond. Ward & Downey. 1893. Or.dec.cl. (edges sl.rubbed) 354pp. b/w frontispiece portrait of Robert Lowe. Very good copy. 1st ed. Henry Parkes' copy with his signature on the half-title date March 16, 1893. Lowe emigrated from England to Australia in 1842, making his mark here as a reform politician. He had a large legal practice and was principal writer for "The Atlas" newspaper. He returned to England in 1850 and later (1868-1873) was Chancellor of the Exchequer in William Gladstone's government. He was raised to the Peerage against the express wishes of Queen Victoria (he had spoken against the Royal Titles Bill in 1876, implying the Queen had been responsible for the introduction of the bill). The electoral division of Lowe in Sydney is named after him. $135


15 HOOKER, Sir Joseph Dalton. HIMALAYAN JOURNALS; Or Notes of a Naturalist in Bengal, the Sikkim and Nepal Himalayas, the Khasia Mountains &c. Edited by G.T.Bettany. Lond. Ward Lock, Bowden & Co. 1891. (rep) Or.cl. xxxii,574pp. Frontispiece portrait, 14 b/w plates (some folding) and ills. in the text. Two folding maps at the rear of the volume. The tissue guard opposite the portrait is foxed else a very good copy. The Minerva Library of Famous Books. Hooker was Darwin's confidant in his speculations on the "Origin of Species". $135


25 SMITH, Simon. JUDGING FOR THE PEOPLE. A social history of the Supreme Court in Victoria 1841 - 2016. Crows Nest. Allen & Unwin. 2016. 4to. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 308pp. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Very good copy. 1st ed. There has been a Supreme Court in Victoria since 1841, & it has helped shape the constitutional structure of Victoria, & the lives of Victorians. A celebration of the Supreme Court’s 175 years. $100


27 (VICTORIAN DECORATED CLOTH BINDING) MAYHEW, Henry. THE BOYHOOD OF MARTIN LUTHER. Or the Sufferings of the Heroic Little Boy who afterwards became the Great German Reformer. Edin. & Lond. Gall & Inglis. 1862. Beautifully gilt decorated pictorial cloth binding showing a chained bible. 287pp. a.e.g. b/w plates. Decorative head and tailpieces to each chapter. A very good copy indeed. $120


29 WARNER, P.F. ENGLAND V AUSTRALIA. The record of a memorial tour. Lond. Mills & Boon Ltd. 1912. Or.dec.cl. 284pp. (sl foxing) Cloth soiled with marks & wear to corners & spine edges. b/w plates. Library stamp & name on title page. Name on ffe. Good copy. 1st ed. Scarce. Sir Pelham Francis 'Plum' Warner wrote this account of the 1911 English Ashes tour of 1911 whilst on the boat home. He was to have captained the English side for this test, but fell ill. $90


SIGNED ITEMS


36 CARTER, Jimmy. CHRISTMAS IN PLAINS. Memories. Illustrated by Amy Carter. N.Y. Simon & Schuster. 2001. Sm.8vo. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 157pp. uncut. 1st ed. Signed on the title page by the author who was the 39th President of the United States. $90


42 (GUINNESS, Alec.) HARWOOD, Ronald (Ed.) DEAR ALEC. GUINNESS AT 90. Lond. Hodder & Stoughton. 1989. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 140pp. b/w plates. Very good copy. 1st ed. Offered with a signed photograph of Guinness in a scene from the film "Brother Sun Sister Moon" produced by Franco Zeffirelli. Also an inserted card signed by Eileen Atkins who was a great friend of Guinness and appeared with him in a number of plays and films. $95

43 (HOGAN, Paul) HOGAN. THE STORY OF A SON OF OZ. By James Oram. Hawthorn (Vic) Century Hutchinson. 1987. Roy 8vo. Col.Ill.wrapps. 192pp. col & b/w ills. Offered with a photograph of Hogan from a scene in Crocodile Dundee and a card signed by Hogan. Also a signed photograph of Linda Kozlowski, Hogan’s co-star in the film and later his wife, inscribed by her “Linda Kozlowski Best Wishes.” $120


51 **MAILER, Norman. MARILYN, A BIOGRAPHY.** Pictures by the world’s foremost photographers. N.Y. Grosset & Dunlap. 1973. (2nd printing) 4to. Or.cl. Dustjacket. 270pp. col & b/w plates. Dj sl.torn else a very good copy. *Signed by Norman Mailer on a bookplate affixed to the half-title page.* Inserted is a card signed by Tom Ewell who appeared with Marilyn in the skirt-blown-up grating scene in “The Seven Year Itch”. $135


59 **(OLIVIER, Laurence) TANITCH, Robert. OLIVIER. THE COMPLETE CAREER.** By Robert Tanitch. N.Y. Abbeville Press. 1985. Folio. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 191pp. Profusely illustrated. Very good copy. 1st ed. *Inserted is a card signed by Laurence Olivier and Joan Plowright, his second wife.* Also inserted is a card inscribed by Flora Robson, who played Ellen Dean in the 1939 film of Wuthering Heights. $120


**AUSTRALIA & THE PACIFIC**

64 **1788-1820 PIONEER ASSOCIATION. A REGISTER OF PIONEER FAMILIES.** Volume 1. Croydon. 1788-1820 Pioneers Assoc. 1989. 4to. Or.vinyl. 657pp. Very good copy. 1st ed. *Published as part of the Bicentennial Year celebrations in 1988, letters were sent out to the ancestors of pioneers to update the register of the pioneering families of Australia from 1788 to 1820.* $45

in 1838 & situated at 165 Macquarie Street in Sydney, it recently celebrated its 175th birthday.

66  **AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY DRILL HALL GALLERY. CROSSING CULTURES.** Art from The Boxer Collection. Canberra. ANU. 2000. 4to. Col.III.wraps. 44pp. col ills. Very good copy. 1st ed. Alan Boxer was an academic & art collector who's art was exhibited at the Drill Hall in 2000. It is a collection that contains many Indigenous art pieces as well as works by Boyd, Olsen, Tucker & Nolan

$60


$24

68  BAYLEY, William A. **PICTON-MITTAGONG LOOP-LINE RAILWAY.** Bulli. Austral Publications. 1974. Col.III.wraps. 63pp. Profusely illustrated in black & white with maps. Very good copy. 1st ed. Opening on the 28th of February 1867, the Picton to Mittagong railway was a journey of about three and a half hours. The demand to be on the first train was so great that a 15th carriage was added.

$24


$38


$35


$35


$30


$33

74  BOOTLE, Keith R. **WOOD IN AUSTRALIA.** Types, properties and uses. Syd. McGraw-Hill Book Co. 1986. (rep) Col.ill.bds. 443pp. (sl foxing) A few b/w ills. Good copy. Compiled for forestry industries, the State Forestry Department, & the CSIRO, this book provides a brief summary of each type of tree, together with the main aspects of its wood utilisation.

$30


$35


$75


$30

78  BRIDE, Thomas Francis, LL.D. (Ed.) **LETTERS FROM VICTORIAN PIONEERS.** A series of papers on the early occupation of the colony, the Aborigines etc. Melb. Trustees of the Public Lib. 1898.
Or.cl. 325pp. (sl foxing) b/w ills. Corners sl.bumped and name on ffe else a Very good copy. Scarce. 1st ed.  $85


84  CALLEN, Terry. BAR DANGEROUS. Illustrated by the author. Edited by Norm Barney. Newcastle. Newcastle Maritime Museum. 1986. Folio. Or.bds. Dustjacket. Profusely illustrated in black & white. Presentation copy. Very good copy. 1st ed. Signed by the author. Newcastle in NSW began as a convict settlement, & was a favourite port for many sailors. As coal was mined & shipped out of Newcastle, a dangerous entrance meant that many ships were lost.  $45


87  CARLONE, Pio. POOR FOOD. Syd. Pio Carlone. 1982. 4to. Spiral bound. Col.Ill.wraps. covered in plastic. 22pp. (sl foxing) to pages. Crack to plastic binding. b/w ills. Good copy. Number 10 of 200 copies. Signed by the artist. Pio Carlone left Italy for Australia in 1976, & as an artist held many one man shows of his seascapes, still life & portrait paintings. This cookbook was for sale at his 1982 exhibition in Sydney.  $30

88  CASHMAN, Richard. & MEADER, Chrys. MARRICKVILLE. Rural outpost to inner city. A social history of Marrickville and the former municipalities of Newtown, Camperdown, Petersham and St Peters. Petersham. Hale & Iremonger. 1990. 4to. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 224pp. Very good copy. 1st ed. Once the home of the Cadigal Aborigines, Marrickville soon became the domain of gentleman farmers, market gardeners, orchardists, dairies, & pig farms. It has seen more change than most municipalities.  $40

89  CHALMERS, Bradley A. THE SUNLIT PLAINS EXTENDED. A centenary history of the Conargo Shire. Albury. The Conargo Shire. 2007. 4to. Or.cl. 325pp. (sl foxing) b/w ills. Corners sl.bumped and name on ffe else a Very good copy. Scarce. Conargo Shire was established in 1907. With its pastoral beginnings in 1842, many sheep stations were established, & it now comprises an area of some 5,000 square kilometers.  $55


and black & white. Bound-in marker ribbon. Very good copy. 1st ed. In Australian Notebooks, Betty Churcher, the former director of the National Gallery of Australia, revisits some of the artworks she most cherishes. Featuring works by many Australian artists. $40


94 COLEBATCH, Hal G. P. AUSTRALIA'S SECRET WAR. How unionists sabotaged our troops in World War II. Balmain. Quadrant Books. 2015. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 340pp. Parts of text from pages 302 to 335 underlined or highlighted else a very good copy. 1st ed. The story of how the Australian Trade Union movement waged a go-slow, & strike war on an entire force of cruisers during the war for its own ends. Their actions meant many solders went without supplies. $40


96 COLLINS' STREET DIRECTORY MELBOURNE & SUBURBS 1942. 100 Official Postal District and Other Maps. Melb. Collins Book Depot. 1940. Sm.8vo. Or.col.ill.bds. 530pp. Large folding map and many smaller maps. The large map has old sticky tape repairs & the pages are a little browned else a good copy. Scarce. $60


98 COSSU, Anna. A PLACE IN THE ROCKS. Syd. Historic Houses Trust. 2008. 4to. Col.ill.wrapps. 144pp. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Very good copy. 1st ed. Once a disowned part of the city, The Rocks was ignored for its resident wickedness, & over the decades has grown in respectability. Now one of the last authentic parts of old Sydney, it still survives. $33


100 COX, Philip. STACEY, Wesley. THE AUSTRALIAN HOMESTEAD. Melb. Lansdowne Press. 1972. Oblong Folio. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 318pp. Dj worn at edges with tear to top corner of spine. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Good copy. 1st ed. Rural homesteads were once both the source & the symbol of an almost feudal authority in the Australian pastoral era. From the homestead, empires of wool & beef were kept alive. $33


105 DALY, John A. ELYSIAN FIELDS. Sports, class and community in colonial South Australia 1836-1890. Adelaide. Gillingham Printers Ltd. 1982. Col.ill.bds. 229pp. b/w illus. Very good copy. 1st ed. Signed by the author. John Daly examines how sport has played an important part in shaping the nations character. Many visitors to Australia in the 19th century commented that sport seemed to be a common preoccupation. $28

106 DARBY, Karen. (Ed). A TAPESTRY OF BRUNY ISLAND TASMANIA. Tales from Four Generations Collected and edited by

$30

107 DARVENIZA, Zon. *AN AUSTRALIAN SAGA.* Marrickville. Southwood Press. 1986. Col.III.wrapps. 247pp. col plate & b/w ills. Very good copy. 1st ed. Dr. Zon Darveniza traces his family history from Dubrovnik in Yugoslavia to Australia. Dalmatia in Yugoslavia was once part of the Ottoman Turk Empire, & absorbed many influences from East & West. $30


$30


$40


$40


$60


$38


$45


$95

119 ELLIS, M. H. *FRANCIS GREENWAY.* His life and times. Syd. Angus and Robertson. 1953. Or.cl. Dustjacket (a little torn) 231pp. Name on ffe. col plate & b/w ills. Good copy. 2nd ed. *The story of Francis Greenway, the convicted forger turned first government architect, who’s work became widely admired. He died of typhoid in 1837 near Newcastle, & was buried in an unmarked grave.*

$30


$24


124 FERRIS, George. FLY FISHING IN NEW ZEALAND. A complete and comprehensive work on fly fishing. Melb. William Heinemann Ltd. 1954. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 242pp. Dj sl.worn & chipped. b/w plates. Very good copy. 1st ed. Covering all the phases of trout fishing, from tying flies to finding the perfect river with that elusive trout. George Ferris advises that purchasing of cheap rods will not result in great trout. 


126 FLETCHER, Daina. AKARANA. Sydney. The Beagle Press. 1991. 4to, Col.ill. wrapps. 72pp. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Very good copy. 1st ed. Signed by the author. The Akarana was the New Zealand Government's gift to Australia for the Bicentenary. Built in Auckland in 1888, it was presented in 1888. Curator Daina Fletcher takes us through its sailing adventures.

127 FLYNN, Frank. with WILLEY, Keith. NORTHERN GATEWAY. Sydney. F.P. Leonard. 1963. Col.ill. wrapps. 236pp. (sl foxing) to top edge. Slight scuffing to corners. b/w ills. Very good copy. 2nd ed. Inscribed by Frank Flynn. Doctor, journalist, anthropologist, priest, Frank Flynn of the inland was the first to report the high levels of trachoma amongst Aboriginal people. He recalls his first impressions of the North. 


129 FRAPPELL, Samantha. ST VINCENT'S COLLEGE. Potts Point 1858 - 2008. 150 years of Catholic Education. Alexandria. Kingsclear Books. 2008. 4to. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 206pp. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Very good copy. 1st ed. Founded by the Sisters of Charity in 1858 originally named the Victoria Street Roman Catholic School, it was established along with St Vincent's Hospital on the same site. A sesquicentenary publication $47

130 FRY, Fay. THE WATKINS CHRONICLE. Boolaroo. Westlakes Printers Ltd. 1988. Col. ill. wrapps. 470pp. Slight creasing to spine. b/w ills. Very good copy. 1st ed. Thomas Watkins was sent to Sydney Cove on the 7th of September, 1815. He gained a conditional pardon, met & married Sarah Lewis, moved to the Lower Hawkesbury River where he raised twelve children. 

131 GAMBLE, Bruce. FORTRESS RABAUL. The battle for the Southwest Pacific, January 1942 - April 1943. Minneapolis. Zenith Press. 2010. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 398pp. b/w plates & maps. Very good copy. 1st ed. The northern tip of Rabaul was turned into a military complex by the Japanese in 1942. From here they launched new offensives into the Pacific. Fortress Rabaul was a fearful destination for airmen. $33

132 GANAMBARR, Guynib. GUNYBI GANAMBARR, DHURRUMUWUY MARIKA, BOLINY WANAMBI. Bark Paintings, Ceremonial Poles, Sculpture. Annandale Galleries. 2009. Roy.8vo. Dec. 132pp. b/w ills. Very good copy. 1st ed. The northern tip of Rabaul was turned into a military complex by the Japanese in 1942. From here they launched new offensives into the Pacific. Fortress Rabaul was a fearful destination for airmen. $36

133 GLEESON, Max. SHIPWRECKS, STORMS & SEAMEN. Of the New South Wales Coast. Caringbah. Max Gleeson. 1996. 4to. Col. ill. wrapps. 168pp. col & b/w ills. Very good copy. 1st ed. Inscribed by the author. Once upon a time, shipping disasters were a common occurrence, with many going down off the NSW coast. Max Gleeson delves beneath the waves to uncover the many ships lost at sea. 


136 GOSFORD DISTRICT HISTORICAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATION. "GOSFORD MODEL FARMS" 1885. A REVIEW. Gosford. Gosford Printing Ltd. 1981. 4to. Col.ill. wrapps. 60pp. (sl
foxing) to foredge. Discolouration to spine. Slight marking to wrapps. b/w ills. Very good copy. 1st ed. In the 1880s a good deal of land in the Gosford district was subdivided into small blocks for farming. One such subdivision was 'Gosford Model Farms' & consisted of 369 tiny farms & a township.


140 HEARN, Judi. FOSTER, Frank. & GRUBB, Bill. BIG GAME FISHING AT BERMAGUI. Bermagui. Big Game Anglers' Club. A history from 1936 - 1996. Bermagui. Bermagui Big Game Anglers 2000. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 116pp. b/w ills. Very good copy. 1st ed. Signed by the authors. No.98 of 100 numbered copies. Scarce. The Bermagui Big Game Anglers Club was founded in 1933, when Roy Smith was fishing off Montague Island, & felt a tug on his fishing line that turned out to be a 202 pound Black Marlin.


145 HIBBERT, Margaret. AUSSIE PLANT FINDER. Glebe. Florilegium. 2004. Col.Ill.wraps. 448pp. Very good copy. 1st ed. The Aussie Plant Finder is your guide to over 3,500 plants, over 400 specialist nurseries, a selection of new plants, as well as up to date plant nomenclature. As endorsed by Gardening Australia.


8vo. Or. ill.wrapps. 288pp. Many b/w ills. showing accommodation possibilities in NSW. One leaf with a production fault so the printing is slightly misaligned else a very good copy. Scarce. $47


151 IDRIESS, Ion L. OVER THE RANGE. Sunshine & Shadow in the Kimberleys. Syd. A & R. 1939. (rep) Or.cl. 246pp. b/w plates. Sl.foxing else a very good copy, the cloth still bright. The author's experiences while accompanying a Nor'-West Mounted Police Patrol for 1200 miles through the Kimberleys. $40

152 ILLAWARRA MUTUAL BUILDING SOCIETY CENTENARY 1880-1980. A Tribute to Illawarra. Wollongong. Illawarra Mutual Bld. 1980. 4to. Or.bds. Dustjacket (sl torn) 64pp. Inscription on half title pg. Name on title page. col & b/w ills. Good copy. 1st Ed. Wollongong in 1880 was just emerging from its quiet life as a colonial country village when the Illawarra Building Society was formed to help families build homes as the area expanded. $27


154 JARRETT, Stephanie. LIBERATING ABORIGINAL PEOPLE FROM VIOLENCE. Ballan. Connor Court Publishing. 2013. Col.Ill.wrapps. 390pp. Very good copy. 1st ed. Dr Stephanie Jarrett has critically examined Aboriginal domestic violence, the measures that can reduce it, & the policy failures that have not addressed the underlying issues. $35

155 JAY, Christopher. THE COAL MASTERS. The history of coal & allied 1844 - 1994. Double Bay. Focus Publishing. 1994. 4to. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 240pp. col & b/w ills. Very good copy. 1st ed. Beginning in 1844 with the indefatigable Brown family, this book traces the history of a modern day coal mining giant that was once four separate competing companies. 150 years of mining history. $60


157 JONES, D. L. & CLEMESHA, S. C. AUSTRALIAN FERNS AND FERN ALLIES. With notes on their cultivation. Syd. A.H. & A. W. Reed. 1976. 4to. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 294pp. A little foxing to edges. col plates & b/w ills. Very good copy. 1st ed. Covering some 312 species of fern & fern allies that are to be found in Australia, this was the first book of its kind to list all known fern species. $30

158 JONES, David. PALMS IN AUSTRALIA. Frenchs Forest. Reed Books Ltd. 1987. (rep) 4to. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 278pp. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Very good copy. Palms in Australia examines the 57 native species of palms, & the 300 exotic species of palms that are suitable for Australian conditions. An easy reference guide, as well as a guide for enthusiasts. $33


161 KELLY, Stan. EUCALYPTS. Text by G. M. Chippendale and R. D. Johnston. Melb. Thomas Nelson Ltd. 1976. (rep) 4to. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 332pp. Profusely illustrated in colour. Very good copy. Eucalypts are the best known of all Australian trees, and of all Australian native plants, none has received greater attention or been cultivated so extensively overseas as the eucalypt. $35

162 KEMPSTER, Chris. (Ed). THE SONGS OF HENRY LAWSON. Second edition. With music. South Yarra. Viking O'Neil. 1989. 4to. Col. Ill.wrapps. spiral bound with plastic covers. 267pp. b/w ills. Very good copy. Chris Kempster has collected together the many poems of Henry Lawson that were set to music. Lawson's poems were easily set to music because of their rhythm & rhyme. Lawson's songs capture his time. $40

163 KERR, Margaret Goyder. THE SURVEYORS. The story of the founding of Darwin. Adelaide. Rigby Limited. 1971. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 183pp. b/w plates. Very good copy. 1st ed. In 1863 the Northern Territory was transferred from NSW to South Australian administration. B.T. Finniss was sent to survey the area for a new capital. Port Darwin was chosen as the ideal location. $28

Melb. University of Cambridge. 1991. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 254pp. b/w plates. Very good copy. 1st ed. Alice Henry was an Australian suffragist, journalist, & trade unionist who became prominent in the American trade union movement. She was also an active member of the Melbourne Shakespeare Society.


174 LONEY, Jack. WRECKERS, SMUGGLERS AND PIRATES. In South Eastern Australian Waters. Portarlington. Marine History. 1989. 4to. Col.Ill.wrapps. 106pp. Sticker mark on front wrapper. Profusely illustrated in black & white. Very good copy. 1st ed. Jack Loney examines the great shipwrecks, the smugglers landing illicit spirits to evade Customs fees, & the pirate ships that were after your gold, along with the odd mutiny, & a few grisly sea tales.

175 MACK, James D. MATTHEW FLINDERS. 1774 - 1814. Melb. Thomas Nelson Aust. Ltd. 1966. Or.bds. Dustjacket (sl rubbed) b/w plates. Good copy. 1st ed. Matthew Flinders was inspired to go to sea after reading Robinson Crusoe. He made three voyages to the southern ocean between 1791 & 1810. He was arrested & held in Mauritius for six years in 1803.

176 MAGAREY, Susan. & ROUND, Kerrie. ROMA THE FIRST. A biography of Dame Roma Mitchell. Kent Town. Wakefield Press. 2007. (rep) Col.Ill.wrapps. 465pp. b/w ills. Very good copy. Roma Flinders Mitchell was an Australian lawyer, judge, & state governor. She was the first Australian woman to be a judge, & first female Governor, as well as a pioneer of Australian women’s rights.


ed. An examination of policies of brutality & calculated neglect pursued by the administrators of the Northern Territory, & the Commonwealth government on the Aboriginal people since 1911. $33

180 MARSHALL, P. GEOLOGY OF NEW ZEALAND. Wellington. John Mackay Govt. Print 1912. Or.gilt lettered cl. Scarce. viii,218pp. Large folding coloured map and b/w ills. Sl. foxing on endpapers else a very good copy. 1st ed. $45


188 MILLER, H. C. EARLY BIRDS. Adelaide. Rigby Limited. 1968. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 166pp. (some foxing) Bookplate on ffe. b/w plates. Dj sl.torn else a very good copy. 1st ed. Horrie Miller fell in love with flying in the days when aircraft were little more than box-kites with engines. His flying adventures took him to France in WWI, where he served with No. 3 Squadron. $33


190 MORTON, Harry. THE WIND COMMANDS. Sailors and sailing ships in the Pacific. St. Lucia. University of Queensland 1980. 4to. Or.cl. Dustjacket. 498pp. b/w plates & ills. Very good copy. 1st Australian ed. Starvation, scurvy, & shipwreck were common experiences for the Europeans who began to sail the great oceans in the early 16th century. The people of the Pacific had been doing a similar thing as well. $35

192 MOSELEY, H.N. NOTES BY A NATURALIST ON THE "CHALLENGER", An Account of

193 MOSS, Harry. TEN THOUSAND HOURS IN THE LIFE OF A FLYING DOCTOR PILOT. Carlisle (WA) Hesperian Press. 1988. Col. ill.bds. 126pp. b/w ills & a map. Very good copy. 1st ed. With Australia occupying quite a large percentage of the earth's surface, & most people dwelling on the coast, there is a vast interior that Harry Moss flew & grew to know intimately over 20 years. $24


195 MUNDLE, Robert. SIR JAMES HARDY. An adventurous life. Double Bay. Margaret Gee Publishing. 2012. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 386pp. col. & b/w plates. Very good copy. 1st ed. Mathew Flinders was the first to circumnavigate & chart the Australian coastline. After reading Robinson Crusoee, Flinders was inspired to go to sea, & rose through the ranks of the British Navy. $36

196 MUNDLE, Lisa. THE CAPITOL THEATRE RESTORATION. Syd. City of Sydney. 2003. Oblong 8vo. Col. ill.wrapps. 64pp. b/w ills. Wraps sl.rubbed else a Very good copy. 1st ed. Originally opened in 1916 by the Wirth Brothers, as the Wirth Bros Hippodrome, the circus acts, theatre & vaudeville shows until 1928, when it became a movie theatre. It was restored in 1995. $25

197 MURRAY, Lisa. THE CAPITOL THEATRE RESTORATION. Syd. City of Sydney. 2003. Oblong 8vo. Col. ill.wrapps. 64pp. b/w ills. Wraps sl.rubbed else a Very good copy. 1st ed. Originally opened in 1916 by the Wirth Brothers, as the Wirth Bros Hippodrome, the circus acts, theatre & vaudeville shows until 1928, when it became a movie theatre. It was restored in 1995. $25


204 NICHOLLS, Christine. & NORTH, Ian. (Ed). KATHLEEN PETYARRE. Genius of Place. Kent Town. Wakefield Press. 2006. (rep) 4to. Col. ill.wrapps. 96pp. Some scuffing to corners & front of wrapps. Profusely illustrated in colour. Good copy. Kathleen Petyarre was born in 1940, 270km north-east of Alice Springs. She was named Kweyetwemp at birth, but changed her name after contact with white people. Her art was discovered in 1977. $36


211 **PARKER, Adrian. IMAGES IN OCHRE.** The art and craft of the Kunwinjku. East Roseville. Kangaroo Press. 1997. Folio. Col.Ill.wrapps. 96pp. Profusely illustrated in colour. Very good copy. 1st ed. Signed by the author. Adrian Parker has carefully selected a number of paintings & didgeridoos that represent the Kunwinjku people, & their culture. For thousands of generations they have used art & song for communication.

212 **PARR, W. H. PORT NELSON - GATEWAY TO THE SEA.** Port Nelson (NZ). Nelson Harbour. 1979. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 304pp. b/w ills. Very good copy. 1st ed. Port Nelson is located at the top of New Zealand’s south island, & was established in the 1840s as a port for a steady stream of new arrivals to the town of Nelson, & for snapper fish.


216 **PETERSEN, Barry. with CRIBBIN, John. TIGER MEN.** An Australian Soldier’s Secret War in Vietnam. Crows Nest. Macmillan Australia. 1988. Or.bds. Dustjacket. b/w plates. Sl. foxing else a good copy. 1st ed. In 1968, Captain Arthur Barry Petersen was sent to Vietnam as part of an Australian Army Training Team to train a group of indigenous highlanders called the Montagnard to fight the advancing Viet Cong.

217 **PETERSON, Barry. with CRIBBIN, John. TIGER MEN.** An Australian Soldier’s Secret War in Vietnam. Crows Nest. Macmillan Australia. 1988. Or.bds. Dustjacket. b/w plates. Sl. foxing else a good copy. 1st ed. In 1968, Captain Arthur Barry Petersen was sent to Vietnam as part of an Australian Army Training Team to train a group of indigenous highlanders called the Montagnard to fight the advancing Viet Cong.


North Queensland Aborigines recruited and shipped around the world to be exhibited in circuses, fairgrounds and other amusement places in America and Europe.


$65


$35


$27


$25

224 PRESS, Margaret M. SUNRISE TO SUNRISE. The history of St Margaret's Hospital Darlinghurst 1894 - 1994. Syd. Hale & Iremonger Pty Ltd. 1994. 4to. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 108pp. Profusely illustrated in black & white. Very good copy. 1st ed. Inscribed by the author. Marks the 1994 centenary celebrations of St Margaret's Hospital. Founded by Gertrude Abbott, who was trained by Mary MacKillop, St Margaret's has been a centre of care for thousands.

$40


$36


$40


$60


$40


$35


$22


$24

b/w ills. Very Good copy. 1st ed. **Major George Johnston, his convict mistress (later wife) Esther & their experiences in the young colony of NSW. Johnston gained notoriety for deposing Governor Bligh in 1808.**  
$60

233  
**ROE, Jae-Ryung. CONTEMPORARY KOREAN ART.** St. Leonards. Craftsman House. 2001. 4to. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 120pp. Profusely illustrated in colour. Very good copy. 1st ed. **Korean visual art has often been overshadowed on the international art market by Japan & China. Since the mid 1980s, Korean art has emerged as young artists combine traditional forms with the new.**  
$50

234  
**ROTONY CLUB OF KATOOMBA. OLD LEURA AND KATOOMBA.** A collection of historical background articles. Presented by The Rotary Club of Katoomba. Katoomba. Katoomba Rotary Club. 1986. (rep) Col.Ill.wrapps. 306pp. Profusely illustrated in black & white. Very good copy. Among its history is the story of Katoomba’s famous ‘Marked Tree’, which was purported to have Lawson’s name carved in it, although his journals mention no such occurrence. The tree died in 1894.  
$25

235  
$40

236  
**RYAN, R. J. (Ed). THE SECOND FLEET CONVICTS.** A comprehensive listing of convicts who sailed in HMS Guardian, Lady Juliana, Neptune, Scarborough & Surprise. Syd. Australian Documents Library. 1982. Col.Ill.wrapps. 95pp. Slight creasing to front of wrapps. Good copy. 1st ed. **A list of all the convicts who were aboard the five ships that made up the Second Fleet. Originally only three ships, the Neptune, Scarborough & Surprise, it was joined by two other ships.**  
$24

237  
$20

238  
**SENSHA. A GUIDE TO JAPANESE TANKS.** Cover title: "Spot That Jap". Melb. Modern Printing Co. 1943. Sm.8vo. Ill.wrapps. 32pp. b/w ills. Very good copy. Issued for military use and "Not to be Published".  
$35

239  
**SHAW, Ian W. GLENROWAN.** The legend of Ned Kelly and the Siege that shaped a nation. Syd. Macmillan 2012. Col.Ill.wrapps. 340pp. b/w plates. Very good copy. 1st ed. **On the 26th of June 1880, the Kelly Gang into Glenrowan to take what would be, their last stand. Ian Shaw’s impeccably researched account vividly recalls those last 41 hours of heroes, & villains.**  
$35

240  
$25

241  
$45

242  
**STEPHENS, Alan. (Ed). NEW ERA SECURITY.** The RAAF in the next twenty-five years. The proceedings of a conference held by the Royal Australian Air Force in Canberra June 1996. Fairbairn. Air Power Studies Centre 1996. 4to. Col.Ill.wrapps. 270pp. Very good copy. 1st ed. **An examination of some of the critical issues associated with New Era Security, & the revolution in military affairs that the world is currently experiencing. The papers relate to the RAAF capabilities.**  
$22

243  
**STEPHENS, Alan. (Ed). SMALLER BUT LARGER.** Conventional air power into the 21st Century. The proceedings of a Conference held by the Royal Australian Air Force in Canberra, 25 March to 27 March 1991. Canberra. Air Power Studies Centre. 1991. 4to. wrapps. 223pp. Very good copy. 1st ed. **With the easing of superpower tensions, the expected stability in world affairs did not eventuate. The RAAF conference papers outline how they intend to have a smaller but larger fleet of aircraft.**  
$25

244  
**STEPHENS, Tony & O’NEILL, Annette. LARRIKIN DAYS.** 100 years of growing up in an Australian suburb. Balmain. John Ferguson Pty Ltd. 1983. 4to. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 112pp. Inscription on half title page. Profusely illustrated in black & white. Very good copy. 1st ed. **Printed in celebration of the centenary of the Nicholson Street Public School in Balmain, the school where Neville Wran said that he was the only child in his class to wear shoes. A school history.**  
$27

245  
operations, the 20th century has witnessed employment of maritime power as an instrument of diplomacy.
photographs, engraved by E. Whymper and others. 1st ed. Scarce. F. 18617. $125

260 WOMEN'S PIONEER SOCIETY. OUR PIONEER ANCESTORS. By members of the Women's Pioneer Society of Australasia. To commemorate the Golden Jubilee Year 1929 - 1979. Syd. Women's Pioneer Society. 1982. 4to. Col.III.wrapps. Sl.foxing to wrapps & first few pages. b/w ills. Good copy. 1st ed. Members of the Women's Pioneer Society of Australia have compiled a brief history of their ancestors. The first to arrive was John Cobcroft in 1790, & the last in 1839. A fascinating potted history. $30


MISCELLANEOUS

262 ABULAFIA, David. THE GREAT SEA. A human history of the Mediterranean. Lond. Allen Lane. 2011. Thick 8vo. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 783pp. Dustjacket covered in removable plastic. Col & b/w plates & maps. Very good copy. 1st ed. For over 3,000 years the Mediterranean Sea has been one of the great centres of world civilization. From 3500 BC to the popular tourist destination that the Mediterranean is today. $45

263 ACKROYD, Peter. THAMES. Sacred River. Lond. Chatto & Windus. 2007. Col.ill.bds. Wrap around dj. 490pp. col & b/w plates. Very good copy. A history of the Thames river, from its source to the sea. From prehistoric times to the present. Its flora & fauna, myths, laws, trade, & weather patterns are all explored. $30


269 BICKERS, Robert. THE SCRAMBLE FOR CHINA. Foreign devils in the Qing Empire, 1832-1914. Lond. Allen Lane. 2011. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 496pp. Col & b/w plates. Very good copy. 1st ed. China was almost untouched by Britain & other European powers, with ferocious laws that forbade all trade with the West, apart from Canton. As the Qing Empire weakened, foreign interests invaded. $45


271 BOLLT, David. (Ed). TATTOO JOHNNY. 3,000 Tattoo Designs. N.Y. Sterling Innovation. 2010. Col.III.wrapps. 352pp. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Very good copy. 1st ed. Tattoo Johnny are one of the leading suppliers of tattoo designs. This is just a selection of the many fine & colourful tattoo designs available. From hearts to skulls, pin-up babes to Jesus tattoos. $28

272 BRADLEY, W. F. ETTORE BUGATTI. A Biography. Abingdon. Motor Racing Publications 1948. Or.cl. 152pp. Cloth spine worn at tail. b/w plates. Good copy. 1st ed. Ettore Arco Isidore Bugatti was born into an artistic family in Milan. He had an instinctive understanding of motor vehicle construction, & built his Bugatti Type 1 in 1898. $24

273 BROWN, Captain Charles H. DEVIATION AND THE DEVIASCOPE. Including the practice and theory of Compass Adjustment. Also a note on the Gyro-Compass. Revised and enlarged.
Churton, Tobias. The Gnostics. N.Y. Barnes & Noble Inc. 1987. Orbds. Qr.cloth. Dustjacket. 187pp. b/w ills. Very good copy. 1st Barnes & Noble ed. Gnosis comes from the Greek word for knowledge, & was a term used in Hellenistic religions. Gnosticism was the belief that a Divine spark was within all, & this spark could be traced to its source. $40


Cunningham, George & Carmela. Port Town. How people of Long Beach built, defended, and profited from their Harbour. Long Beach. Queen Beach Printers. 2015. Col.Ill.wrapps. 523pp. b/w ills. Very good copy. 1st ed. A history of the Port of Long Beach, California from the days of the Native Americans in San Pedro Bay to the present. Port Town tells the story of how a mud flat was turned into a modern port. $33


Daab. Package Design. Koln. Daab Media. 2008 4to. Orbds.bds. 383pp. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Very good copy. 1st ed. Beyond their logistical function of protection, packaging is not only designed to seduce the consumer, it is an extension of the product brand, & the value it embodies. A look at 116 examples. $33


Himmler's Lebensborn programme began in 1935, with young Aryan women encouraged to bear the children of SS service members. An estimated 11,000 babies were born in secret in Lebensborn homes.
was eventually inscribed on the Menin Gate in 1928. It stands as a testament to all those who died there. $25


289 DISTEL, Barbara. & JAKUSCH, Ruth. (Ed). CONCENTRATION CAMP DACHAU 1933-1945. Brussels. Comite Int de Dachau. 1978. 4to. Col.ill.wrapps. 229pp. Corners sl rubbed. Profusely illustrated in black & white. Very good copy. 4th ed. The Dachau Concentration Camp Museum was opened in 1965, & this catalogue is intended to accompany the visitor with historical information, & photos that cover its history from 1933 to 1945. $33


293 EBY, Cecil D. THE SIEGE OF THE ALCAZAR. Lond. The Bodley Head. 1966. Or.bd. 254pp. (sl foxing) to top edge. b/w plates. Fine. 1st UK ed. A day-by-day reconstruction of the most dramatic episode of the Spanish Civil War. $24

294 EDDISON SADD EDITIONS. (Ed). AN ILLUSTRATED ANTHOLOGY OF EROTICA. Lond. Little, Brown & Company. 1992. 4to. Or.bd. 159pp. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Very good copy. 1st ed. A pictorial history of erotica from the Eastern & Western worlds. As Marie Antoinette’s milliner pointed out to her one day, “Nothing is new ma’am, only what has been forgotten.” An erotic remembering. $45


298 FEEST, Christian. THE ART OF WAR. Lond. Thames & Hudson. 1980. 4to. Col.ill.wrapps. 96pp. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Very good copy. 1st ed. A look at the art of war amongst tribal societies. From war waged for territorial conquest, revenge, or the need to maintain the honour of the ancestors, war has been a constant since the dawn of time. $25

299 FEEST, Joachim. PLOTTING HITLER’S DEATH. The Germany Resistance to Hitler 1933-1945. Translated by Bruce Little. Lond. Phoenix. 1997. Col.ill.wrapps. 419pp. b/w ills. Very good copy. 1st paperback ed. An examination of all the plots to end Hitler’s dictatorial reign, & why these plots found so little support in Germany or outside it. From bomb plots to assassins’ bullets, a failed internal resistance. $24


to Japanese swords, with text in Japanese & some English. The complex art of Nihonto explained here in a pictorial guide. Includes the various types of Koshirae, Katana, Koshirae, & Tsuka.  

302  GEOGRAPHERS' MAP CO. LTD. GEOGRAPHERS' PREMIER MAP OF LONDON AND SUBURBS. Lond. Geographers' Map Co. Ltd. n.d. 4to. Col.Ill.wrapps. 82pp. With Fold-out cloth backed map in colour. Slight wear & marks to wrapps else a very good copy. A fold-out cloth map of London & suburbs, with a street map guide with cross references. There is no date on the map, but it is probably from around the 1950s.  


304  GEUST, C-F. & PETROV, G. RED STARS Vol. 3. Camouflage and markings of Russian and Soviet Aircraft until 1941. Tampere. Apali Oy. 1999. Folio. Col.Ill.bds. 184pp. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Very good copy. 1st ed. With a lot of the documentation on the markings & insignia of Russian aircraft going missing during the Soviet era, particularly WWI aircraft, the authors have sourced documents from Western countries.  


306  GLYN, Sir Richard. (Ed). CHAMPION DOGS OF THE WORLD. Lond. George G. Harrap & Co Ltd. 1967. Folio. Or.cl. Dustjacket. 256pp. Profusely illustrated in colour. Very good copy. 1st ed. In the original card case. Richard Glyn was Chairman of Cruft’s International Dog Show, & together with a panel of four experts, they have chosen 128 of the world’s best dogs from the various groups of hounds, terriers, toys etc  


308  GRIFFITHS, John. THE THIRD MAN. The life and times of William Murdoch 1754-1839, inventor of gaslight. Lond. Andre Deutsch Ltd. 1992. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 373pp. b/w plates. A few marks to foredge else a very good copy. 1st ed. William Murdoch was the inventor of the first model locomotive, & the development of gas for lighting purposes. Despite these achievements, he was a modest man, who kept himself in the background.  

309  HABBERTON, John. HELEN'S BABIES. Illustrated by Eva Roos. Lond. Chatto & Windus. 1919. (New imp) Or.dec.cloth. 275pp. Name on front pastedown. Col frontispiece & 60 b/w ills. by Eva Roos. Very good copy. Helen’s Babies was intended as a piece of humour aimed at an adult audience by American author John Habberton, but became a major juvenile literature success, with a favourable review by George Orwell.  

310  HALL, Peter. CITIES IN CIVILIZATION. Lond. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. 1998. Thick 8vo. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 1169pp. A little foxing to top edge. b/w plates. Very good copy. From its beginnings, the history of Western civilization has been a history of cities. From Athens to Rome, New York to Los Angeles, the city has been a flourishing centre for extraordinary creativity.  

311  HANFSTAENGL, Ernst. HITLER. The missing years. Lond. Eyre & Spottiswoode. 1957. Or.cl. 299pp. b/w plate. Cloth sl.rubbed else a very good copy. 1st ed. Hanfstaengl first heard Hitler speak in a Munich beer hall in 1922, & became fascinated at his power to sway crowds. Becoming a personal friend of Hitler’s, & after a falling out, he defected to the US.  

312  HARDY, Sir Alister. THE OPEN SEA: ITS NATURAL HISTORY. Part II: Fish and Fisheries. Lond. Collins. 1970. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 322pp. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Very good copy. 3rd ed. Hardy was a marine biologist who studied marine ecosystems around the world. One of his more interesting theories was that man is an aquatic ape, learning to walk by wading for food on seashores.  


religious Zionists. Addressing the concerns of both communities, he attempts to build bridges of understanding.  


316 HENRY, Alan. THE TURBO YEARS. Grand Prix Racing’s battle for power. Swindon. The Crowood Press. 1990. 4to. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 285pp. (sl foxing) to top edge. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Very good copy. 1st ed. The turbo era of Grand Prix racing spanned the years from 1977 to 1988. While a fast & furious period in Grand Prix history, the governing body eventually legislated to have these gas guzzlers removed.


320 HOBHOUSE, Penelope. THE STORY OF GARDENING. Lond. Dorling Kindersley Ltd. 2004. 4to. Col.Ill.wrapps. 468pp. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Very good copy. 1st paperback ed. The story of gardening stretches back some 5,000 years, & Penelope Hobhouse describes the rich cultural & historical influences that have shaped civilization’s most ancient arts.


325 JONES, Caroline A. MODERN ART AT HARVARD. The formation of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Collections of the Harvard University Art Museums. N.Y. Abbeville Press. 1985. 4to. Or.cl. Dustjacket. 144pp. (sl foxing) Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Very good copy. 1st ed. Documenting the history of the Harvard Art Museums, the Fogg, the Busch-Reisinger, & Sackler Museums. These museums painstakingly collected 130 of some of the world’s greatest pieces of art.

326 KAFKA, Franz. METAMORPHOSIS and In The Penal Colony. English translation by Ian Johnston. Lond. The Independent. 2007. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 117pp. Slight tear to back corner of dj else a very good copy. One of the 25 books reprinted by The Independent newspaper as part of its ‘Banned Books’ series. Gregor Samsa awakes to find he has transformed into a giant insect, which leads to other transformations.

328  KEATING, H. R. F. UNDER A MONSOON CLOUD. Lond. Hutchinson & Co. 1986. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 221pp. (sl foxing) Good copy. 1st ed. A book from the Inspector Ghote series, in which Inspector Ghote is assigned to Vigatpour Hill Station, where an unfortunate accident kills an inept Station Sergeant. It is covered up, but for how long. $27


332  LAWRENCE, T.E. SEVEN PILLARS OF WISDOM. A Triumph. Lond. Jonathon Cape. 1935. 4to. Or.buckram. (cloth sl.flecked) 672pp. Many b/w plates & maps, uncut. Inscription on ffe else a Very good copy. 1st trade ed. Scarce. The experiences of T.E.Lawrence while serving with rebel forces during the Arab Revolt against the Ottoman Turks of 1916-1918. The title comes from the Book of Proverbs 9:1: "Wisdom hath builded her house, she hath hewn out her seven pillars." $175

333  LE BOHEC, Yann. THE IMPERIAL ROMAN ARMY. Lond. B. T. Batsford Ltd. 1994. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 304pp. b/w plates. Very good copy. 1st ed. Emperor Augustus made the Roman army a professional fighting force after realising that it played a crucial part in keeping the Roman Empire ticking over. A look at how the Roman Army worked. $33

334  LE BOT, Marc. GAUGUIN'S NOA NOA. Voyage De Tahiti. N.Y. Assouline Publishing. 2003. (rep) Or.bds. Dustjacket. 79pp. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Good copy. 1st ed. A fascinating historical survey of some 750 herbs used by man throughout the ages. Many herbs are still in use in modern medicine, such as foxglove to treat heart complaints, & thornapple for asthma. $60

335  LEBRECHT, Norman. WHY MAHLER? How One Man and Ten Symphonies Changed the World. Lond. Faber and Faber. 2010. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 362pp. Very good copy. 1st ed. A century after his death, Gustav Mahler is the most important composer of modern times. Displacing Beethoven as a box-office draw, his music offers more than the usual listening satisfactions. $24


337  LEV AS, Santeri. SIBELIUS. A biography of Jean Sibelius by his former secretary. The Finnish composer helped Finland develop a national identity during its struggle with Russia for independence. He stopped composing in 1926. $40


340  LEGATE, Trevor. THE ULTIMATE HISTORY OF MERCEDES-BENZ. Bath. Parragon. 2008. Folio. Col.ill.bds. Dustjacket. 192pp. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Very good copy. 1st ed. Gottlieb Daimler was the first person to develop & test a practical four-wheeled automobile in the mid 1800s. It was Karl Benz who filed the first patent for the automobile, & took over the company. $60

341  LEIBOVITZ, Annie. PORSCHES. A biography of Jean Sibelius by his former secretary. The Finnish composer helped Finland develop a national identity during its struggle with Russia for independence. He stopped composing in 1926. $24


346  **MAHAFFEY, J.P. GREEK PICTURES.** Drawn with Pen and Pencil. Lond. RTS. 1890. 4to. Or.dec.cl. with Greek scene on front board. 223,8pp. a.e.g. Many b/w ills. and a map. Prize labels on endpapers else a very good copy. 1st ed. $33


350  **MEE, Margaret. MARGARET MEE’S AMAZON.** Diaries of an Artist Explorer. Woodbridge. Antique Collectors Club 2004. Folio. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 319pp. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Very good copy. 1st ed. *Margaret Mee was a British born botanical artist, who specialises in the plants from the Brazilian Amazon Rainforest. She was also one of the first environmentalists to protect the Amazon basin.* $75


352  **MILLER, Hugh. THE OLD RED SANDSTONE; Or New Walks in an Old Field.** To which is appended a Series of Geological papers read before the Royal Physical Society of Edinburgh. Edin. Thomas Constable. 1859. (7th ed.) Or.blind-stamped cloth. 385,6pp. uncut. Coloured folding frontispiece & 14 b/w plates. Four of the plates have been added for this 7th ed. Head & tail of spine sl.worn else a Very good copy. $75

353  **MONTAGNE, Prosper. & GOTTSCHALK, Dr. LAROUSSE GASTRONOMIQUE.** The encyclopedia of food, wine and cooking. Lond. Hamlyn. 1972. (rep) 4to. Or.bds. 1098pp. (sl foxing) Profusely illustrated in black & white. Very good copy. *Since its first publication in 1938, Larousse Gastronomique has been an unparalleled resource. In one volume, it presents the history of foods, eating, restaurants, cooking terms & techniques.* $45

354  **MONTERO, Marta Iris. ROBERTO BURLE MARX.** The lyrical landscape. Translated by Ann Wright. Berkeley. Uni of California Press. 2001. Oblong Folio. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 208pp. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Very good copy. 1st English ed. *Born in Sao Paulo, Brazil, Roberto Burle Marx was the son of a German emigrant who introduced contemporary designs into the city in the 1930s. He collaborated with many architects in landscape design.* $125

355  **MOOREHEAD, Alan. DARWIN AND THE BEAGLE.** Lond. Hamish Hamilton. 1969. 4to. Or.cl. Dustjacket (sl torn) 280pp. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Very good copy. 3rd ed. *In 1831 Charles Darwin was 22 years of age, & fresh from Cambridge was offered the post of naturalist on board the HMS Beagle. A five year voyage that began a new conception of life on earth.* $27


357  **MUMFORD, John Kimberly. ORIENTAL RUGS.** N.Y. Bramhall House. 1981. 4to. Or.bds. qtr.cloth. Dustjacket. 282pp. col plates & b/w ills. 1st US ed. *Originally published in 1900 during the first great wave of oriental rug importation, Mumford’s book was the first serious attempt to document & classify rugs form Persia, India, Turkey, & Turkestan.* $36


365 READ, Jan. MANJON, Maite. & JOHNSON, Hugh. THE WINE AND FOOD OF SPAIN. Lond. Weidenfeld and Nicolson 1987. 4to. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 217pp. Profusely illustrated in colour and black & white. Very good copy. 1st ed. With more land under vines than any other country, Spanish wines are second only to their food. It was Spain that introduced the potato, tomatoes, peppers & chocolate to the European table. $27

366 RINALDI, Paolo. TUSCANY INTERIORS. Interieurs de Toscane. Koln. Taschen. 2004. (rep) 4to. Col.ill.wrapps. 288pp. Profusely illustrated in colour. Very good copy. There are many beautiful countries in the world, but Tuscany they say, is a place you will fall in love with at once. Paolo Rinaldi takes you inside his favourite villas & reveals their inner beauty. $33
Christopher Simpson examines the shocking fact that those who commit genocide often go unpunished for what they have done. From the CIA organising escape for Nazis, to the Armenian genocide during WWI.

381  TREVOR-ROPER, Hugh. HERMIT OF PEKING. The hidden life of Sir Edmund Backhouse. N.Y. Alfred A. Knopf Inc. 1977. Or.cl. Dustjacket (sl rubbed) 316pp. Very good copy. 1st ed. Sir Edmund Trelawney Backhouse, was a British oriental scholar & Sinologist, who misled the British government & several companies about the Qing Dynasty. Here he is unmasked as a confidence trickster.  $35


384  WALLACE, H. Frank. BIG GAME. Wandering in many lands. Lond. Eyre and Spottiswoode. 1934. Or.cl. 288pp. (a little foxing) Spine slightly cocked. Name on ffe. b/w plates. Very good copy. 1st ed. Born in 1882, Frank Wallace was a well known naturalist, talented sporting artist, & big game hunter. He was Deer Control Officer for Scotland during WWII, & had a fine collection of Rigby rifles.  $60

385  WALTON, Jeremy. RACING MECHANIC. Ermanno Coughi. Mechanic to a world champion. Lond. Osprey Publishing Ltd. 1980. 4to. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 175pp. Profusely illustrated in black & white. Very good copy. 1st ed. Ermanno Cuoghi was the personal racing mechanic to Niki Lauda. Born in the heart of Italy, he began repairing motorcycles, & soon worked his way up to motor racing. He spent 7 years with Ferrari Racing.  $45


traces the evolution of ideas, from the invention of hand-axes some two million years ago, down to Sigmund Freud’s interpretation of dreams & psychoanalysis.

388 WAUGH, Alexander. FATHERS AND SONS. The autobiography of a family. Lond. Headline. 2004. Or.bds. Dustjacket. 472pp. b/w plates. Very good copy. 1st ed. The Waugh family has been writing books since the 19th century. Evelyn Waugh’s father was a writer, as was his brother, Alec, & his son Auberon. A remarkable history of Father and son relationship. $45

389 WIGHTON, Charles. HEYDRICH. Hitler’s most evil henchman. Lond. Hollen Street Press Ltd. 1962. Or.bds. 288pp. (Edges sl.foxed) b/w plates. Very good copy. 1st ed. Reinhard Heydrich was once described by Hitler as ‘the man with the iron heart’. $27


OBJECTS

393 SHOE-SHAPED FLOWER POTS DESIGNED AND HAND-MADE BY YOUNG CHINESE ARTIST HUILIN CHENG who studied design in Paris and spent 6 years in France creating her own work. These were made in Jing De Zhen, Jiang Xi Province China. The shoe size is 16x6x3.5 (cm), glazed finish, only one of each colour available of 4 in total. In the early years in China, leather shoes were considered a luxury. Every girl dreamt especially about a pair of red shoes which were symbolic of good luck, outstanding ability and confidence. These symbolized her dreams as a 7 year old. Sold without any plants. (See photograph on back cover.) Each $45.

394 (DENNIS, C.J) BENDIGO POTTERY SALT-GLAZED TOBY JUG OF C.J.DENNIS. Limited Edition Series. Circa 1970’s. 11.5cm high and 11cm wide at its widest point. One of 1200 numbered pieces. Fine and scarce. An unusual Australian Toby Jug. (See photograph on back cover) $165